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CHAPTER I

IMTHOOTCTION

In undertaking a course of study in comptrollerehlp,

or controllerehip if you will, perhaps the first concept one

encounters is that of "control.'* This should not be surpris-

ing you will say, in view of the fact that both words are

derivatives of the French contre and r^le , meaning to check

against a roll or catalogue. However^ in my readings, as I

explored the general concepts of comptrollership, I found many

references to the words control, controls, managerial controls,

administrative controls, control techniques, cost controls, and

a host of other types of control. It became clear from the

diversity of its use that control meant everything from a

general concept to a particular technique. More important,

abundant evidence pointed to the fact that controls were the

means through which the controller lived and breathed, his very

lifeblood, so to speak. They were the tools cf his trade, the

means and the method by and through which he operated, whatever

his milieu. What are these magic wande so universally referred

to by the initiated? ISfhat are these marvelous tools, these

techniques, that enable executives of large corporations to

manage their mammoth, complex industrial agglomerations so

successfully? There was little room for doubt that anyone

aspiring to the duties and responsibilities of a comptroller
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must be expert in the techniques of the science.

It was considerations of this kind that fired my

curiosity. Should I become a comptroller, a distinct possi-

bility, a knowledge of the tools of the comptroller and their

appropriate applications would be essential. And so it was

that the subject of this term paper was decided. Unfortunately,

despite the intensity of the desire, time and the press of

other studies will not permit much more than a general review

of the field of control techniques. Even so, this survey

should serve as a point of departure for more detailed studies

of the subject as the need becomes apparent.

We shall approach the subject of managerial control

with a discussion of some of the meanings assigned to the con-

cept of control by several authorities in the field. Following

this we shall explore the purposes of and the necessity for

control, the basic elements of control, and how they are

related to other basic processes of administration. The second

part of the study will examine some of the more major tech-

niques of control, such as planning, budgeting, policies,

standards, and reports. And finally, Chapter IV will review

some of the aspects of Work Measurement as applied to govern-

ment, particularly as related to budgeting and management

improvement.





CHAPTER II

CONTROL CONCEPTS

Definitions

In beginning our dlsmjssion of control concepts let us

distinguish between the two basic types of controls, corporate

controls and administrative controls, and ctate that our

Interest lies in the area of administrative controls. Corporate

controls provide n framework for a business. They are largely

legal, secretarial, and custodial in nature, and involve such

iaatt«=>r9 as the recordin?^, of the official minutes of Board of

Directors' meetings, custody of corporate seals, and recording

declarations of dividends. Administrative controls refer to

all t3rpes of controls other than corporate: accounting, audit-

ing, credit, cost, financial, industrial engineering, budget-

ing, and reports controls, to list but a few.

Phrased simply, control is a process involving the

establishment of a plan followed by appropriate steps aimed at

attaining conformance. Appraisal of results follows perform-

ance, and in the event of deviation, appropriate alternate

action considered. There was little significant variation

Darrell H. Voorhies, "The Treasurer and the Control-
ler,** Corporate Treasurer's and Controller's Handbook, ed. by
Lillian Doris (New York? Prentice-Hall, Inc., 193077 p. 28..





from this definition among the authorities consulted. In fact

one of the earliest definitions of control written some 50

years ago by the French industrialist, Henri Fayol, Is diffi-

cult to Improve upon:

The control of an undertaking connlsts of seeing
that everything if being carried out in accordance
with the plan which has been adopted, the orders
which have been given, and the principles which have
been laid down. Its object is to point out mistakes
In order that they may be rectified and prevented
from occurring again.

^

One of the mofst articulate of the modern writers in the

field of coraptrollerRhlp, James L. Feirce, Vice President and

Controller of the A, B. t^ick Company, v-^mphasizes the disci-

pllnal nature of control in his definition:

Control might be- quickly and Pimply defined as a
disciplined effort to follow a plan or explain
deviations from it. The effort referred to takes the
form of selfrdiscipline - voluntary, unified, and
cooperative.

^

In elaborating upon the meaning of control Mr. Pelrce brings

to our attention two facets of control which are highly signif-

icant and which we shall have occasion to comment upon later

in the study. He tells us that control ir? simply the modem

form of the old formula, "management by exception," and that

control Ir: the eternal complement to planning. Neither one la

4
useful without the other.

2
Henri Fayol, General and Industrial Management (New

York: Pitman Publishing Corp.", 19^9. Original in French,
1909).

^Jaraes L. Pelrce, "The Budget Come& of Age," The
Harvard Bi^i niness ^evi-?w , ¥ay 1954..

4
Ibid.





When we look at a professorial view of the meaning of

control we find that William H. Newman, Samuel Bronfman.

Professor of Democratic Business Enterprise, Graduate School

of Business, Columbia University, expends but few words when

he writes that control means assuring that performance conforms

to plan. In amplifying this short definition we find that a

note of tolerance creeps in when Professor Newman tells us that

controlling is seeing that operating results conform to plan

"as nearly as possible." And, we receive a hint of all that is

Involved in the control concept when we read that control is

concerned with the establishment of standards, the motivation

of people to achieve these standards, comparison of actual

results against the standards, and the implementation of cor-

rective action when performance deviates from plan.

Control can be defined as: "...the regulating or

confining of business activities, in accordance with a plan, so

that the objectives of the business may be attained,...** or

as, "...that force which guides a business to a predetermined

7
objective throu^ predetermined policies and decisions,*

What meaning does control have for the modern day

accountant? He is alerted to the fact that historical finan-

cial accountina: looks to the past. He knows too that in

managerial accounting the emphasis is in reverse: the past

cannot be changed, so management properly looks to the future.

5William H. Newman, Administrative Action (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951), p. 4.

J. Brooks Heckert and James "0. Will son, Controller-
shlp (New York! The Ronald Press, 1952), pp. 17-18.

James L. Pelrce, "The Planning and Control Concept,"
The Controller, (Sept., 1954), p. 403.





referring to the past only for the guidance of experience.

So, the modern accountant defines managerifil control hb involv-

ing, ".. •essentially, two things: the development of a co-

ordinated plan of action for a period ahead and the evaluation

of current results to discover and correct erroneous decisions

and undesirable deviations from plan."

o
Ronald H. Robnett, Thomas M. Hill, and John A.

Beckett, Accountin?:r. A Managerial ADproach (Chicago: Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., 1951), p. 517.





Purposes

It Is evident froo the definitions we have Juet

reviewed that the fundamental purpose of control Is that of

checklnpr performance agalnet a predetermined plan. There

appear to be at least two roads to approach this objective.

One may be termed the broad organizational approach, because

It places emphasis on certain principles of business organi-

zation. The other may be called the operational approach,

because it is more concerned with specific operations which

require controlling.

One of the basic principles of buslnesa management

arises from the necessity to free executives on every level

from the burden of unessential detail: the principle of dele-

gation of authority and the concomitant creation of obligation

and responsibility. Relief from the burden of detail may be

achieved throu|0 delegation of authority to those capable of

exercising it, yet there remains the problem of responsibility

which may not be delegated. It is at this point that controlo

become important. Techniques muet be devised and implemented

whereby control Is retained in the hands of those ultimately
Q

responsible at the same time that authority ie delegated.

The basic relationship between delegation and control has been

well described by Mr. f, F, Fltzmaurice, Director of Methods

Planning, fleneral Foods Corporation, New York. He writes that

delegation and control are Inseparable - they must always be

Q
^Paul F. Holden, Lounsbury S. Fish, and Hubert L.

^mlth, T op-h^anagement Organizati on and Control (New York?
McQraw-Hlll Book Company, Inc., 1951) »"

?• 77.





considered together. Complete clarity and understanding of

this relationship of delegation and control must be present

when considering the tools of control if we are to have the

right tools and use them effectively.

The operational approach to an explanation of the pur-

poses of control takes us from the forest into the trees, but,

once we have the general view of a subject, we must immerse

ourselves in detail if we wish to master it.

So, we find that one of the purposes of control is to

make certain that individual and departmental output is of

satisfactory quality and volume, and that the Job is completed

when required. To make a profit a business must keep its costs

down: controls over payrolls, materials, supplies, services,

and finance help accomplish this important objective. Re-

sources such 88 buildings, machinery, patents, and inventories

must be carefully acquired, adequately protected, and effi-

ciently utilized. Controls designed to meet these ends are

11
absolutely necessary to a successful business enterprise.

Let us take another view of the reasons why a business

must develop and implement appropriate control techniques. We

may assume that in most instances, at least, an alert, exper-

ienced management will adopt the best plan to achieve a defi-

nite objective. It still remains necessary to take action to

compel events to conform to the chosen program. Programs,

l?. F. Pitzmaurice. "The Essence of Control," The
Controller . (November, 1950).

11
Newman, op. cjt .. p. 4o8.





plans, courses of action are not self -achieving. Direction

must be applied. People must be prevailed upon in the manner

most appropriate to the situation, to act upon the program in

such a way as to make it succeed. Subordinates must be

instructed, directed, motivated. Inspected, and corrected,

until the objectives are attained. This is the purpose of

control, according to Professor Billy Q-oetz of Antioch College."^

We turn again to the accountants for a succinct ex-

pression of the objectives of control. The first objective

of control is a coordinated plan for the future - the forward

look as expressed through the budget. The second, the

development and implementation of standards of performance,

sets the stage for management by exception. The third control

objective, standard costs, provides knowledge of what con-
•y-x

stitutes efficient performance.

12
Billy E. Q-oetz, t^anagement Planning and Control

(New York? McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 195977 p. 229.

*-^Pobnett, Hill, and Beckett, op. cit.. pp. 518-522.
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Basic Elements of Hontrol

Just 9B we were able to glean from the definitions of

control much about Its purposes, so can we do the same with the

basic elements and purposes of control. We can see from our

previous discussions of purposes that the basic elements of

control are (1) a plan, (2) appraisal of results against the

plan, (3) action, as indicated by the appraisal, Mr, James L,

Peirce agrees with this view when he says that the control

process Invovesj (1) the adoption of a plan, (2) reporting of

actual performange, and (3) making decisions and taking

14
action. Our accountants are also directly in line when they

state that the basic elements comprises (a) the establishment

of standards of performance, (b) planning of performance,

(3) current knowledge of performance, and (3) corrective

IB
action. "^

An excellent earlier analysis of the basic elements of

control is generally in agreement with those we have discussed

but a little more detailed. This analysis states that control

Is a basic process, embracing the following elements: (1) Objec-

tive - what is desired, (2) Procedure - (a) plan - how and when

it iB to be done, (b) organization - who is responsible,

(c) Standards - what constitutes perfection, and (3) Appraisal

how well i t was done.

Peirce, "The Planning and Control Concept," op. ci t.

-^Fobnett, Hill, and Beckett, on . c

i

t , . p. 431.

l6
Holden, Fish, and Smith, op , cit ,, p. 77.
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Professor Goetz discusses the process of control from

an entirely different angle, frcMD the standpoint of costs. He

states that first we must consider control of achievement;

each unit nnd individual of an organization Is assigned tasks

to perform. The question ie then asked, "what did each

acconiplieh?" Here we seem to find the element of planning in

the task assignment --something is to be done. Then follows

appraisal when accomplishment is questioned. From this point,

however, action Is interpreted in terms of cost. What did each

achievement cost? Professor Goetz labels this "control of cost,"

Control of investment logic^^lly follows: each achievement has

a cost and nearly all need capital. Professor G-oetz fits

together these three control elements and evolves the proposi-

tion that the process of control involves a method whereby

higher organization levels can direct or control the achieve-

17
ments, costs, and capital utilization of lower levels, '

Professor Newman again emphasizes the operational

aspect of control when he describes the essential steps - or

elements - of control asj (1) the setting of standards at

strategic points, (b) checking and reporting on performance,

(3) taking corrective action. The setting of standards

should be related to individual responsibility, that is, we

must identify the goals set (control standards) with the indi-

vidual designated to accomplish the goals. Again, we note that

control is closely intertwined with delegation and responsi-

bility.

17
'G-oetz, op. cit .. p. 233,

l8
i^ewman, op. cit ,. p, 408,
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Relationships of Control to 0th =r Basic
Processes of Administration

It has been noted already that the meaning of control

can extend from a general concept to a particular control

technique. Now we shall see that control signifies not only a

process itself, but that it is a component part of a larger

process called business administration. Writers on the subject

of business organization and management, in classifying the

elements of business administration, have produced differing

sets of component parts. However, in one way or another, the

processes of planning, organization, assembly of resources,

directing, and controlling have been identified by each of

them. For example, Henri Payol lists planning, organizing,

commanding, coordinating, and controlling as the five phases

IQ
of administration.

Aa one of the phases of administration, control is

much dependent upon the other elements, so much so in fact

that it is difficult to delineate separately. For example, the

development of goals is an essential part of the planning

process, but the selfsame goals may be the standards of con-

trol. So, we can say that control as part of a total process

is closely interrelated to the other elements of administra-

tion, but that its functions can be separated out and studied

as one of the basic elements of business organization and

management.

One more point remains to be mentioned. In the evolu-

tion of the major elements of management, control was the first

^%ayol, OP , c it .
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to emerge, its significance having been recognized in the

early corporations in the provision for bookkeepers and

auditors of account j5. Therefore, principles of control

developed earlier than those for plannin,'? end. the other

phases.

To summarize our discussions of control concepts up

to thie point, we c?in say that control is a process based

upon plan followed by apprais??! and corrective action, if

indicflted. The fundamental purpose of control is to provide

a means of appraising performance against a predetermined

plan. Its basic elements are a plan, appraisal of results,

and action. And, finally, it is one of several closely

related elements in the larger process of business adrainis-

trstion.

Voorhies, pp. cit .. p. 4.





CHAPTF^. Ill

MEDIA OP CONTr^OL

Planning, Policies, *^nd

Organizational ^^tructure

We ar.e now ready to look at somp of the techniques of

control. We sh^ll attempt to obtain a comprehensive idea of

some of the media of control qv? liable to the controller by

briefly describing ^ t>w of these tools.

Planning.—Planning is a projected course of action.

Because ^ pl'^n maps «^ courfsie to be followed, because it

directs that this will be done instead of that, it becomes a

control device. It restricts freedom of action by providing

direction, and it also pi^ovides a criterion on which to base an

«ppralsBl of. results o^ operations taken pursuant to the plan.

William Newman links the process of pl-mning with con-

trol most clearly:

^ound administration starts with a statement, or
at le-^st n clear recognition, of goals to be achieved,
i^ach -executive, from the president to the first-line
supervisor, should know the aims of his particular
activities.

^qr this purpose, it is useful to express plans in
terras of the results to be accomplished* The produc-
tion m^n«5ger, ^or instance may say th^t he pl^ms to in-
crease output 20 per cent; the personnel manager plans
to increase the proportion of women employees; or the
controller pl^ns to issue n re^d^.ble 'annual report
by ebrua'-y 15, Plans expires sed as results to be
achieved may be called goals . Used in this broad

14
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sense, goals would Include such things as objectives,
purposes, missions, deadlines, standards, targets,
and quotas.

O-oale serve a dual purpose in administration.
They are vital links in the planning process, and
they are, also essential elements in the process of
control.

Policies . --From the point of view of management, the

establishment of policies constitutes a primary instrument of

control. As with planning, policies set direction; they are

laws of conduct to be observed by appropriate personnel of any

business entity. They are the basis for governing future

action and therefore allow delegation of authority. They

assure consistency and uniformity of action, and they sanction

In advance decisions to be taken in repetitive situations.

Policies may be classified as basic, general, and

departmental. Basic policies establish long-range objectives;

general policies pertain to short-range, day tc day operations;

and departmental policies provide guidance to the more liaited

fields of operation of individual departments, divisions, etc.

To be most effective as a control device, policies

should be in writing*. In writing, they afford a means of

checking on performance.

Organization structure. --To make control effective,

responsibility must be identified with an individual. It is

through the organizational structure that this tying together

Is effectuated. Responsibility areas are clearly delineated,

lines of authority are established, channels of communications

1
William H. Newman, Administrative .Action (New York:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951), pp. 18-19.
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set up through organization. Control Is facilitated in two

ways: (1) individuals are required to confine their activities

to those areas assigned to their cognizance, and to deal with

others in the organization in accordance with responsibilities

asalKned and set forth in the organization structure; (2) ap-

praisal of performance, checkin'? on results, and determination

of appropriate corrective action can be more readily accomplish-

ed If the individual (s) responsible are easily identifiable.

Charts, functional descriptions, position descriptions,

and manuals may be thought of as tools, limited though they

may be, of control over organization.

An article by Harry B, Ailman, formerly Organization

Control Coordinator, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, has the

following to say about the basic relationships between cost and

budget controls and organization planning:

There are two basic relationships between coat and
budget controls and organization planning. The first
is the coordinated development of the organization and
the budgetary and cost control systems to produce
responsibility accounting. The second is to make changes
in the organization to carry out effective cost reduc-
tion programs. Fach Is equally important and each is a
"must in effective management today .^

2 .iHarry B. Ailman, Basic Organizational Planning to
tie in with Responsibility Accounting," N.A^n.A. Bulletin .

(May 1950),
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Forecasting and Budgetary Control

Forecasting; . —Forecasting Is but one of five major

elements of financial planning. To help us understand Its

place In the over-all scheme, it will suffice to quote Allen

H. Ottman, Vice President and Controller, American Hard Rubber

Company?

The five major steps In financial planning...
Include:

1. Fstablishlng the goals or objectives of
the buBlnees.

2. Forecasting ^nd measuring the conditions that
affect the realization of the goals.

3. Budgeting and scheduling operations in terms
of the forecast.

4. Controlling operations In line with the budget.

5. Appraising results, then modifying goals, the
forecast, and/or the budget as may be required.

^

Financial planning comprises long-term planning, of

which forecasting Is one element, and short-term planning, of

which budgeting is the principal function. We must clearly

distinguish here between forecasting and budgeting.

Forecasting involves the making of estimates concern-

ing the future of a business for relatively long periods of

time, from one to five years or longer. It attempts to deter-

mine if the long-range plans of an enterprise are sound and

feasible of accomplishment, and if so, to what degree. It Is

based on all relevant Information, Interpreted and modified

by the executive in the light of his own Judgment and exper-

ience. Budgets, on the other hand, are prepared for relatively

Allen H. Ottm^n, "Developing and Installing a Budget
Program," Corporate Treasurer's and Controller's Handbook, ed.
by Ulllan ^orls (New York; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), p. 97.
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short periods of time, not more than a year, often In terms of

months and quarters. Budgets, based on forecasts, attempt to

determine how a business must operate in detail to accomplish

that part of the long-range plan realizable In the short period

of time allotted to the budget.

Forecasts may be classified in four broad categories:

(1) Economic. These measure general levels of business

activity, With emphasis on the particular segment of the

economy with which the business Is most concerned, (2) Commod-

ity price. These forecast the general level of activity of

prices that have a bearing on the material components of the

products of a company, (3) Company sales, and (4) Company

financial. This type of forecasts includes profit and loss

forecasts, capital expenditures forecast, and the important

cash forecast.

It is evident, then, that forecasting is one of the

most important control tools. It sets the stage on which the

many other control tools enter, play their parts, and vanish

into the wings. It is the broad outline oT the play into

which the author fits the individual lines of the players.

Budgetary Control . —A progressive business will lay its

plans well ahead, probably five years at least. As we have

noted, these long -range plans are called forecasts. That seg-

ment of the long-range plan immediately realizable during the

course of three months to a year, the short-range segment,

must be translated from plans to the concreteness of dollars

and cents. The result of this translation is termed the budget.
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If plans are carefully thought out, their reduction to the

hard realities of money will occasion no great difficulty,

but if this iJ5 not the case, the acid test of formulating

them into a budget will quickly reveal their falsity.

Budgets may be applied to practically every phase of

a business depending upon its size and complexity. Among the

more common applications may be listed budgets for sales,

distribution costs, production coats, administrative and

financing expense, cash, capital expenditures, manufacturing

and overhead expense. In addition to the income and expense

type budgetw*; there are those budgets established to meet

different requirements such as flexible budgets and profit and

loss budgets. The latter, since it normally covers all of

the profit ptnd loss accounts, includes almost all of the

activities of a business.

yife can say, then, that budgetary control encompasses

these fundamental steps: (1) A statement of plans for a

future period, expressed in the common denominator, dollars

(or occasionally manhours, pounds of material, or other

physical units), (2) Consolidation of these estimates into a

well-balanced program, and (3) Comparison of actual results

with the budget and adjustment of plans as shown to be

4
necessary.

4Newman, op . c i

t

. . p. 429.





standards

A standard Is a measuring device, rod, or rule, used

to evaluate performance. Before the development of standard

cost systems, current costs were compared to past costs, but

past costs provided a good measure only if such costs were

efficient, and if other conditions, such as prices, remained

the same.

The scientific management movement brought forth

engineering standards used In the planning of manufacturing

operations. When such standards were translated into financial

terms they became cost standards. Such standards are the very

basis of accounting control. A standard cost is the amount

that should be expended on a product or operation under normal

operating conditions. It is predetermined under scientific

methods, as contrasted to historical costs.

William W. Voorhees, Budget Director, H. 0. Canfield

Company, explains the two general types of standards in the

following terms:

There are two general types of standards:
(1) current or attainable standards, and (2) basic
standards. Fach of these is explained below.

Current or attainable standards. This type of
standard reflects the performance that might be
expected in the period for which the standards are
set. They may be defined as the standards repre-
senting what costs should be under the prevailing
circumstances. .. .Basic Standards. These may be
defined as the standards that reflect what costs
are at the time the standards are set. They are
charged only when there is some fundamental change
in product or existing methods of manufacture. c
They are, in essence, a statistical index number.

^William W, Voorhees, "Setting Standard Costs,"
Corporate Treasurer '

s and Controller's Handbook, ed. by Lillian
Doris (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), pp. 160-161,





Here are the advantages of standards, summarized by

the four primary functions In which they are used:

1, In controlllnfy costs: (a) Standards provide a better

measuring stick of performance, (b) Use of the "principle of

exception" Is permitted, with the consequent saving of time,

(c) Economies In accounting costs are possible, (d) A prompter

reporting of cost control Information is possible, (e) Standards

serve as Incentives to personnel.

2, In setting selling prices: (a) Better cost Information Is

available as a basis of setting prices, (b) Flexibility Is

added to selling price data, (c) Prompter pricing data can be

furnl shed

.

3. In valuing Invent orleej (a) A "better" cost Is secured,

(b) Simplicity in valuing Inventories is obtained.

4. In budgetary planning: (a) Determination of total standard

costs is facilitated, (b) The means is provided for setting out

anticipated substandard performance.

Standards may be applied to individual performance,

materi'^l quantity, material price, labor quantity, labor rates,

manufacturing overhead expense, sales, distribution costs,

administrative expent^ and many other operations.

The question arises as to who should be responsible

for setting standards. This responsibility, as to its details,

is not centered (except in some very large companies) in one

person or unit, but Is usually performed by the individual or

Heckert and Willson, op. clt .. pp. 20-22.
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unit best qualified. One fundamental rule should be observed

however. Standards should not be set by those whose perform-

ance Is being measured. In practice, material quantity-

standards are determined by the engineers, with the assistance

of the production personnel who are close to operating condi-

tions, and by the accounting department who can furnish some

of the data necessary in the computations. Lab r quantity

fall within the province of the industrial engineers as a gen-

eral rule, helped by the time and motion study personnel, and

again, by the accounting department. Selling (distribution)

expense standards are best assigned to the sales research, and

accounting units for setting up. In short, a careful analysis

must be made in the case of each type of standard to determine

Just which unit of an organization is best equipped to develop

the most accurate standard.

In general we can say that methods of setting stand-

ards largely consist of the application of clear thinking to

the problem. More specifically, there must exist a recogni-

tion of the need for a standard of comparison. The area must

then be carefully observed and analyzed in order to "get the

feel*' of it, then it must be isolated from other related func-

tions in order to fix individual responsibility for the opera-

tion under study. Next, a determination of the unit of measure

most Tpplic^sble must be made. Once we knc^w what measure shall

be used, determination of the "one best method" is in order;

perhaps a time and motion study, or past experience will be

the criterion. With unit of measure and best method determined
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a decision may be reached as to the tentative standard. This

must be referred to those who are being measured for comment,

then the tentative standard must be tested in actual operations,

After 'ill •3djustments have been effected the standard is pre-

sented for final executive approval prior to implementation.

The distinction between current, or attainable, stand-

ards and basic standards has been referred to previously.

Several kinds of current standards must now be discussed, ideal,

normal or average, expected actual or attainable good perform-

ance standard. The ideal may be defined as representative of

the best costs reflllzsble, if all conditions are optimum, that

is, prices the best obtainable, efficiency at the highest

level, and sales volume and production at capacity. This is

not a standard we can expect to attain, but is rather a goal.

Because of this it is unsulted for cost control purposes, in

that it poses an improbable objective which will always lead

to an unfavorable variance. It does have application in cost

reduction programs where it represents the target of highest

efficiency. The normal, or average of past performance,

standard represents costs that should be realized if prices

paid foi^ labor and material are norm^^l, e'Tlclency is normal,

and sales volume and production are normal. The problem here

is J "ifhat is normal?" This is a poor measuring stick unless

it in certain that past performance was f'^ee of all but normal

conditions. It fails to adjust for improvements or elimination

of waste, and it can be met by poor performance. The attain-

able good performance standard includes inefficiencies only
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insofar as they ore impractical of elimination. This standard

can be met or bettered with efficient performance. It ia set

at a hipth level, but one that can be reached with diligent

effort. This is the standard most acceptable from the stand-

point of cost standards. In any event, the most important

consideration in making a selection of standard types is a

recognition of the peculiar needs of the business.

Standards are set fors (1) direct material, (2) direct

labor, (3) variable expenses, and (4) fixed expenses. They

may be developed with two different purposes in mind, for con-

trolling c .sts, and for obtaining unit product costs for

establishing selling prices or for other purposes.

The manner in which standards are set is a complicated

subject somewhat beyond the scope of the present study. How-

ever, to better understand the problems involved in setting

standards we shall examine the steps necessary to develop

standards for direct material.

Three kinds of standards must be established for

direct material. The first, type and quality, is the most

fundamental. The type of material mor?t suited for the Job,

in the grade best calculated to satisfy requirements, must be

determined. The fewer materials or varieties required the

lower will prices be for larger purchases, and fewer items will

require storage and inventory.

When th^; kinds of material to form a product have been

decided upon the question arises as to how much of each type

and quality is required. So, standards to record "material

quantity** or "material use" must be set up, Essentially this
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Is a problem for the engineer, and It may be a complex one or

a simple one, c^ependin^ upon the type of product and number and

varieties of materials entering Into its manufacture. Remem-

ber, we are talking about the quantity of dir ect material

required to manufacture one unit of finished product. In mak-

ing this determination allowances must be made for unavoidable

losses such as waste and shrinkages. If previously it had been

decided to adopt the attainable good performance (current) type

of standard, allowance for waste and shrinkages would be made

at the level of efficiency actually expected to prevail during

the period of m?3nufacture in which the standard is applicable.

Now the problem is to translate the quantities of each

type and quality material into its dollars an i cents equivalent

This is the function of the "direct material price" standard,

the third standard necessary to setting direct material stand-

ards. We must obtain a price for each of the physical quanti-

ties measured. Again, if we use the attainable good perform-

ance type, we would expect to pay prices anticipated for the

period during which the standard is expected to operate. Where

contracts for a considerable period ahead exist, there is no

problem. Otherwise, th** market must be Judged and an estimate

reached.

So, by multiplying the price of each of the materials

forminf? the finished product by the quantity, we obtain the

direct material standard cost per unit of finished product.

By adding to this the direct labor, variable and fixed costs,

the total manufacturing cost of the unit becomes known.
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There Is a psychological problem involved in estab-

lishing and operating a standard coats system. Such systems

must be operated by human beings with all their frailties

and stubbornness. Constitutionally most people dislike being

measured in the '""irst place. If this natural obstacle can be

overcome, the next one faced is that of convincing personnel

that the standard is fair and reasonable. The Controller can

do much in explaining the system to those concerned, and in

patiently overcoming the obstacles sure to arise. Once the

system is "sold" however, much good can be derived from its

benefits.

The object oT cost control is to secure the greatest

amount of production from a given amount of material, labor,

and ^?2cilitips; the be^t results obtainable at lowest costs, -^

The tenhnique involved in the control o^ performance is first,

the setting of standar:3s; secondly, the recording of actual

performance; and, thirdly, the comparing of actual performance

against the standard as the work progresses. This last step

can be further analyzed into: (1) determination of the

variance between *^ctual and expected performance, (2) ascer-

taining the cause, and (3) taking remedial action to bring the

unfavorable costs in line with standards.

Control of costs should not rest with the Controller,

Controlling costs is an operating ^unction primarily, and not

an accounting one. The Controller acts in an advisory and

consultfitive capacity, presenting to management and operating

personnel intelligently conceived reports, summarizing and
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analyzing basic In^oruation. He presents fact^ In an under-

standable manner; It is up to operating personnel to take

remedial action. The basic point is that cooperation at all

levels is essential in the control of costs.





Reports

In describing the various media of control there is a

strong tendency to call each one THF moat loiportant to the

managers of- an enterprise, undoubtedly because each control

medium IS very Important. Our present discussion of reports

is cert:=iinly no exception. Because of the complexity of modern

day business, top management is forced to conduct its super-

vision and direction over the multitudinous activities of a

large concern through the medium oi reports. No longer is it

possible to personally review and control the operations of a

business through observation, or personal direction. The lan-

guage o*' planned future action, of control over current opera-

tions and of present financial conditions are all expressed

through reports. It is therefore quite understandable to

attribute the utmost significance to reports and the reporting

system ^s e major determinant in successful conduct of business

organizatlone.

The primary purpose of a reporting system is to pro-

vide m^Jnagement with a solid factual background for the estab-

lishment or modification of policy, and for the control of

operations in accordance with policy, A report has been defined

as a "communication in usable form to a responsible party of

timely factual data for a specific purpose." It is also a

means o^ motivating man'igement. Particular situations in need

of correction nay reach the attention of top man?2gement, the

'Mason Bmith, "internal Reports,'* Corporate Treasurer *f
°
>

and Controller 's Handbook, op. cit .. p. 797. ~
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level of supervision in a position to take decisive action,

only through a report. Unless this report is properly pre-

parecl so that the reviewing executive quickly spots the un-

favorable condition and understands what it represents, action

may not be forthcoming as promptly as the situation demands,

ind losses m^y be the ultimate result. So, reports must tell

management what it needs to know so th':it motivating action

will follow.

.'i.ccountQnts have not 'ilwj^ys been too successful in

presenting their reports in such a manner as to motivate

management . Too often they have been satisfied with simply

setting forth the figures in an impressive array of statisti-

cal tabulation, or otherwise, with little or no attempt at

interpretation or highlighting of important factors. In recent

years the development of the controller concept together with

a wider understanding of its meaning has contributed sub-

stanti-illy tc improvement in this area. The modern, improved

techniques of report presentation and interpretation are now

the controller's stock in trade. He has come to understand

that the controller must take the initiative in developing a

better reporting system; he must not be content with present-

ing Just those reports requested of him. Instead he must

inquire into the needs of top management r^r information. He

has learned that good reports evidence good management.

'Responsibility for the reporting systom h'as generally been

lodged with the controller. How successful he will be in the

discharge o ' this all-important duty will depend largely upon

his understanding of the fundamental principles of good report-
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ing, and upon the extent to which he has acquired a comprehen-

sive understanding of hl?i! own orginizatlon. Its processes,

procedures, nnd problem-'j, and a knowledge of the eccentricl-

tlee, sbilltles, desires, and nee^B of th?^ executives who

utilize his services*

Let us now examine those general principles which the

controller must know and observe. They may be summarized as

follows:

1. "^eportc r.hould contain only essentif^l facts,

2, ^eports should be simple and clesr.

3« Reports should be expressed In language and terms

f'^mlllar to the executive who will U£e them.

4. Inrwrmstion should be presented in logical sequence.

5* "Reports must be accurate.

6. ^eports should reveal significant trends and

relationships.

7. The form of preeent?ition should be suited to the

executive who will use It.

8. "Reports should be timely.

9. Reports should be either self-explanatory or

Interpreted,

10. In general, the principle of "exception" should

be ""ollowed.

11. "Reports should te standardized wherever possible.

12. The report design should reflect the viewpoint

of the executive.

15, ^xeports must be useful.
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14. The cost of report preparation ehould be considered,

15. Ti-ie care taken in preparing a report should be
Q

c:)mfliensurate with Its use,

A report must have a specific purpose; it must reflect

in it some aspect of control of an operation, or interrelate

action of an individual factor to the over-all activity of the

org'inization. It is a common failing of management to specify

Just what in ormation it does require. It is in this area, as

we have already mentioned, in which the controller must

exercise strong initiative !' a solution is t.: be reached. A

Joint and conscientiDus effort on the part of the controller

and top management is required to the end that all information

essential to operations is presented, but no more.

The importance of report simplification cannot be over*

stressed. Essential facts and only essential facts should be

presented in a report. It is another common failing to indi-

cate too much detailed inform?3tion, so that pertinent facts

become obscured - and the point requiring attention is lost

sight of entirely,

K. C. Tiffany, Vice President o;^ Burroughs Adding

Machine Company, well states the meaning of simplicity:

Siiipllcity does not mean "talking down" to execu-
tives. It does not rae=?n slurring ove?^ of details —
details are necessary for management. By simplicity,
I m<^Tn the prer^entntion of '^In-^noi^al inf o^nj-ition in a
clear manner; I mean the elimination of extraneous
data, th-' use o"^ facts r'lther th^m quasi interpreta-
tion, and the use of graphs instead of statistical
arrays whenever feasible....

Q
Heckert and Willson, op. cit .. pp. 387-390,
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Simplicity of reporting, especially for top manage-
ment, can be attained by ruthless elimination of extra-
n^^ous data, through the use of schedules, or through
pr^pr? 'motion o^ separate reports dealing with the extra-
neous matters,

9

In addition to th? u.<?e o^ schedules anl supplementary summaries

to reduce detail, the needs of the user must be carefully con-

sidered. Top management customarily is concerned with compre-

hensive and concise reports; executives at the intermediate

levels of responsibility must receive reports pertaining only

to the administration oT their duties. At the foremen level,

fhe level o'' direct supervision, specific and detailed report-

ing is in order. "Operating supervisors, therefore, should

receive reports concerning the effectiveness of their operations

and t.h^^.cf^ reports should show planned performance, actual per-

formance and variations from plans. In order that operating

supervisors may be able to use their reports for the control of

future operations, it is necessary that the reports give

rtlO
specific information about the department reported on.

Needless to say, accuracy is an essential. Nothing

causes loss of confidence in thr work oi' the controller more

than evidences of errors and inaccuracies in his reports.

As a manner o*^ presentation, undoubtedly the prime

element is the necessity of callinp- attention to those facts

requirln- special notice, the application through the reporting

^K. C, Tiffany, "Reports for Managf-ment," The Account-
ing Review, (iprll, 1950).
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system of "raanagement by exception,'* There are various tech-

nique53 for doing; this. Perhaps one of the best is the graphi-

cal ''orm popular with many executives. Through its use

dcviatione from nornsal crn be vlviHy portr'^yed. Reports

gener<?lly will eh3w comparisons bc^tween actual performance and

either past performances or standards. Visual aids are useful

but TDUst be carefully considered from the cost sr,gle# The

modern trend is to keep the form ©s siniple as the subject

m?5tter permits, in order that the essential point can be

rea311y «ni quickly grasped. Clear language and clear headings

and captions assist in qulc^ apprehension of meaning.

What are the factors to be considered in connection

with report -requency? The -first coneideration, of course, is

the need of menageiaent for promptness. Promptness, however,

may needs be conditioned by the requireinent of a representa-

tive period. 4 profit and loss statement, for example, could

hardly be useful if it covered only ^3sily operations.. Avail-

ability of data is also a conditioning Tactor, In general,

complete operational reports are prep^'^^red monthly, supplemented

by weelrly or daily reports to facilitate current control of

operations.

Reports must be timely to be effective. It is a truism

that reports? decline in e^'fectiveness in direct proportion to

the time it takes to prepare and distribute them to their- users,

The controller must be oogniaont o" every possible device to

speed up issuance of reports. Mason Smith listo the following!
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1. Plannln-^ the chart o" accounts fund the raetho^e of
reporting basic data to fit report requlrementc,

2. Preparation o'" report forus.*..

3. Deiinlte scheduling of each step in the aeeembling
pnd t)r(^paratlon of each report to rllminate bottle-
necks and duplication of effort and to provide a
dfsflnite goal,

4. Prerientatlon of prellrainary re'nortp from control
accounts. These are not detailed but reflect trends
and, therefore, serve a ve'^v use-'ul purpose.

5. Determination o'' the order o" Importance of all
reports and emphapils upon the individual report in
aceord^ncf* with it p. Importance compared to other
report?. ..

.

Prpeent'ttion of repor-ta as they are prepared rather
thin delay In order to dellve"'" " ull set,

7. Use o*' mechanical equipment ^or reproduction....

Terminology uaed in rep^rte muBt be f>:-fliiliar ones

understandable by the recipient of the report. The report must

be self-su^flcienl , th=t Is, it must be able to stand on Its

own. This does not me^n that the contr ollcr will not be afford-

ed an opportunity to ex. lain his reports, but the more self*

explanatory the report the better. Reports muat also relate

facts to those responsible for the accomplishment of the facbs.

This is not a new concept; it has been stressed before, ^'or

control pu:-poses, responsibility must be fixed, and the report

must :^.o it. This means that the structur- of the report must

follow the structure of the buelne?s. This factor not only

facility tea control, but it minimizes paper work and time: the

executiV" ex'^mlnes only those reports that pertain to his own

11
Mason Pmlth, ''internal Reports," Corporate Treasurer's

and Controller '

s Handbook , op. cit .. pp. 801 ^^§02

7
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responsibilities. Finally, In this review of the elements

of good reporting, we must point out that a copy of each report

should be distributed not only to an Individual *s superior,

but also to the Individual himself who is directly responsible.

Internal managerial reports may be classified into two

major groups: Control reports an^i informational reports.

Control reports are directed towards current operations ^^nd

look for deviations from standards, so that prompt corrective

action may be taken. Informational reports deal with trends,

and analysis of special situations.

Internal reports may also be classified into four

groups by nature of the report: (1) financial, (2) operating,

(3) statistical, and (4) special,

Financial reports indicate the financial position of

a company at a given time. The principal example of this type

report is the balance sheet. It is usually prepared monthly,

shows comparative data and, for Internal use, is less con-

densed than when used for publication or in the annual report.

Oth<=^r examples of flnancinl reports are the daily cash report,

which Is used almost universally, an Inventory Analysis report,

which shows significant items of Inventory by quantity and

value, rates of turnover, the monthly Report of Working

Capital, ana the Capital Expenditures report,

O-eneral operating reports involve the use of assets,

manpower, results of operations, sources, and causes of profit

and loss. The Statement of Income and Expense is the prime

example of this type, a report which is eagerly awaited by top

management. It is the master control report, and should be

submitted in prelimlnery form at least not later than the
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fourth day after the close of the month.

Statistical reports relate company trends to trends

outside of the concern. This matter of outside trends must be

given serious consideration as many companies have been misled

by ignoring them.

Most companies are constantly being faced with special

problems. Shall a new product line be instituted? Should a

foreign branch be opened? Such subjects are studied through

special reports.

This section will be concluded by a brief mention of

reports control. As business grows and economic conditions

change the demand f cr new and different reports flourishes.

This is as it should be, for a dynamic business will need

changing patterns of reports. But a mass of reports which

serve no purpose is costly from many angles. The controller

should malntf^ln close surveillance and control over all

requests for new reports, and a periodic review over existing

reports. Does the need still exist? Can a report be pre-

sented in a new and better way? And, do all the reports in

the system reconcile? Feports control is an important segment

of business management and should not be neglected.





CHAPTER IV

WORK MEASU^FMFNT

IN OOVIil^NMimT

In many of the boofes written on management planning

and control, business org^inlzatton, managerial accounting, or

controller ship you will find either no mention, or only pass-

ing reference, to the term '*work measurement,** Work measure-

ment, as conceived by the business managers of the federal

government, pertains to effective management control of man-

power. In the older management techniques with Its emphasis,

and properly so, on production processes, control of manpower

largely centered in that element of cost control called

"direct labor." So, we find in studyin-!; the applications of

8t?5ndard8, measures of manpower, expressed as labor! direct

labor. Other ^orms of labor, such as indirect labor, super-

visory, and administrative labor entered the picture through

overhead o^" "burden" calculations. Both direct and indirect

labor costs become a part of the end product, the cost of the

product being manuf'Pictured.

Oovernment was faced with a different problem. A

large part of the "costs" of government centered in that area

of adminietratlve costs, s*^ lories of government workers. Here

the problem was one of finding an equitable method of relating

37
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volume of work performed with manpower utilized to accomplish

it, i.e., measures of output, and measures of employee time,

brought together in the form of ratios usable for performance

appraisal and forecasting of requirements, manpower require-

ments . One of the incentives, and a powerful one, motivating

the Executive Branch of the "ederal G-overnment towards develop-

ing, installing, and refining work measurement programs was

the annual necessity of presenting and justifying budget

estimates to the Congress,

There can be no doubt that any science in a position

to contribute substantially to economy in the operations of

government is of the utmost importRnce today. Not only is

government generally growing in size and complexity;

the current International situation has forced the maintenance

of huge military operations of an extremely costly nature.

The science of manigement 1b taking the lead in the problem

of integrating numerous business techniques and programs, and

by so doing is making possible greater efficiency and economy

in governmental operations.

Throughout this paper we have stressed the Importance

of control to business administrators, and to the controller in

particular. If the principal resource f? o" ^n organization may

be sail to be the three M's, manpower, materials, and money, it

may also be stated that manpower is the fundamental resource.

It i« it this point that the art of man-^gement must begin,

J^epecially is this so in government, where, as we have said,

so large a part of **controllable costs** lie in the realm of
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of m«^npower. It Is therefore most appropriate that signifi-

cant advances in the techniques oT work measureinent have hf^en

accomplished by management engineers working In government

•
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Work Measurement
in the Navy

The Navy premises Its bTsic management control problem

upon five questions contained In the following sentence:

"MESI ^ND WH^N how MANX P^OPL^ W^R^ U?FD OR RFQUI^FD TO P^-
,m1

FORM HOW MUCH WORK AT WH.AT COST ^''OR TH^IR FFRVIC^S?'

The "where" of the five questions has reference to the

v^irious levels through which manpower control is exercised.

The first level rests in the office of the Under ^^ecretsry of

the Navy who exercises over-all control of all military and

civilian personnel. The second level lies in the Bureaus and

Offices (end the f!omraBnd*^nt of the Marine Corps) who exercise

control of manpower within military allowance and civilian

ceiling limitations set periodically by the first level of

management. This control has reference to personnel in the

dep?5rtments themselves and in the field activities comprising

the Navy *^hore Establishment. The third level is the approxi-

mately 3000 field activities, stations, ?ir stations, depots,

shipyards, etc., where control is exercised by the commanding

officers within limitations fixed by the cognizant bureau or

office. Within these field activities are the fourth, fifth,

sixth, and seventh levels of Navy management comprising the

sub-'livisions of a naval shore activity. These are called

functions, sub-functlone, operations, and elements. A function

is further defined as either a common service (common to all

PecNav Instruction 5^01.1, The Navy Phore 'Establi sh-
ment Work Measurement System; Installation Instruction No. "^T
51 July 1952.
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bureaus) j or substantive (peculiar to the work of a particular

bureau or office).

Fach field activity reports to th<^ cognizant bureau

quarterly; each bureau reports quarterly on a consolidated

basis to the Under Secret^iry. Manpower Is reported on an

"average man-month" basis, which represents the 8-hour days

a person either worked or was on leave times the number of

regular working days In '^ month. The aver'^ge is arrived at

by summing the three months of the quarter ^nd dividing by

three. Average man-months are reported in two categories;

(1) "Productive" (time actually worked) , and (2) "Non-Produc-

tive" (time in a leave status). It will be noted that time

reported includes both military and civilian personnel,

separately.

Next we will explain two more questions of our

problem — "How many people?..." and "How much work?..." —
which gets us Into some details of the manpower control systemj

and revolves around three basic steps.

Step l .-^We must define work areas, "^he "supply function" of

a naval air station, for example, is a work area. The basic

work unit applicable to this particular work area may be "tone

of material "^nd equipment" processed.

fteg_^4*«If we suppose th^t 462 productive man-months were

used In accompli shln^ the whole function , and 18,000 tons were

handled (workload experienced), we can say that the perform-

ance rate equale .026 man-months per ton (462/18,000). We

have then related amounts of work and manpower.
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Step.

3

»—*This step puts work meaGurement to use In the manage-

ment of and budgeting for manpower. 'i performance rate Is

selected as standard, sgy .025 man-months per ton. Multiply

the standard rate hy the tons actually handled (.025 x 18,000

<^quals 450 standard man-months). The difference (450-462 3

-12) indicates the decrease or increase in personnel required.

The standard rate is also used to obtain a utilization ratio

or index, that is, 450/462 equals 97% utilization. We see,

then, th'.t we h9ve compared performance against a standard,

which is the essence of any contnol system.

"tep three is useful to all m^nraging levels. Step

three is also involuabl'= ^% the bureau and office level in

budgeting. First a forecast for the "budget year" is prepared.

For example, the supply function workload for all activities

under a cognizant bureau may be forecast as 400,000 tons. By

applying the productive man-months performance ratio to this

figure we arrive at 10,000 man-months (400,000 x .025) as the

manpower requirement for the year.

In summation, we c-n define the N-iVy Shore '^Establish-

ment Work Measurement Pystem as "The basic means of defining

all work areas, expressing work in tangible quantitative terms

and relating amounts of work and manpower in managing of and

budgeting for manpower."

^Ibid.
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Work Measurement
In Performance Budgeting

Work Measurement dqta is inv«lu^^ble in the 'determina-

tion, explanation, nnd evaluntion of personnel requiremente -

on the "green sheets'* that ^re so carefully perused by the

Congress. Let us suppose that the tot^il permanent depart-

mental personnel of a particular branch of government had been

«5verQging in the nelf^hborhood of 280 employees, at an annu^il

total salary of |1, 100,000. The estimate for the budget year

under consideration suddenly jumps to ^bout 800 employees at

a total salary of |3>000,000. Why this sudden increase and

why ?3re .800 people now needed? This is the question that all

the reviewing authorities will ask, and the appropriation sub-

oominittee of the Congress,

The first step in explaining this increase miprht well

be a list of the operations to be performed, each operation

broken down by "estimated work volume," "'estimated production

rate (units pr^r man-hr.)»" "estimated man-hours," and the

"estimated unit-cost of personnel." By totaling the "estimated

m^n-hours" column, dividing by a man-year figure, we arrive

at the number of personnel required. This figure multiplied

by the average salary figure, will give us personnel cost.

The authorities reviewing our request, and most

certainly the Congress, will wish to know how long it will

take to complete the project we Jre proposing. Work measure-

ment data can present this information in ^ concise manner.

For ex'^mple, if the estimated workload equals 600 units, the

production rate, 20 hours per unit, -^nd the man-hours available

equals 400 hours per day, we can easily ascertain that the
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raan-houra required total 12,000 (600 x 20), And, 12,000 man-

hours required divided by 400 man-hours available per day

tells u=5 that "50 working days will be necessary to complete

the project.

I<et us work through another example to illustrate

the UGf or work measurement data in budgeting, "^^ppoee we

are the budget officer in the Bure'-^u of neronautica and we

wish to present the total civilian m-^*npower requirements for

the budget year, s^or the shore establishment, we have already

determined the following? functions as applloable to alls

8Unply, industrial rel-^tlons, public works, security, communi-

cations, ^nd fiscal. We will examine the manpower require-

ments of each, but will ur5c the industrl^^l rel^^tione function

for our specific example. F'rom estimates received from each

shore activity, It Is determined that total workload will be

79^869 unitv« (in this instance, personnel served). By apply-

ing the standard r-*^te for this function of .0102, we find

that 814 productive man-months will be needed, Thie process

is repeated for all the functions an:3 the results consolidated

under the budget activity "station operations." This produc-

tive man-hour total figure is adjusted by applying the over-

time ana leave ratios, '«9n:i reduced to "s^verage number of

people required," From the latter figure is deducted military

personnel on boar:?, and clYlllfn requirements become known.

Thie total is translated into dollare by multiplying by the

qnnu?a b^'eic colary of |3,500, to find the total manpower

dollars required for "station Operations," Materials and

Serviceo dollars are added to ascertain the totil budget
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activity dollars for **?tatlon Operations," The same process

in repe<ited for st^iitlon overhaul and repair, research and

developra<^nt , and inspection of "Icee, to find the manpower

requirements "or the budget -'ctivities "Aircraft Overhaul,'*

"Reeeerch pnd Development ,
" nnd " cuppoi'ting; equipment and

Services." These manpovi/er dollar g, when added to those for

**F?tgtion Operations, " are channelled into the appropriation,

**Alrcr9Tt and 'facilities, Havy," as one manpower dollars

figure, ind is so presented on th'^ "gr^^en sheets."
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Work Men surement
In Management Improvement

Now th^t we have convinced the Congress of our budget

requlr-^ments for the ensuing, year and h-iV^ obtained the funds

requested for continued operations, let us review the usee to

which we cen put work measurement data in m'^inagement improve-

m-^nt programn,

Revelation 5»nd appralsnl of the stfitus of operations

m^y be presented either in tabular or graphic form as q

"-ecord of Monthly rroductlon." Thl;'' >^eport will c^how by

months, the number of work units proceaaed during the month,

ani the tot^l men-hours expended. These figures are trans-

lated into ^ monthly m?3n-hours per work unit figure for each

month. The trend of this latter rate will gauge for us rela-

tive efficiency of our operations.

It ie important too thrit we keep workload and personnel

in balance. We can do this by balancing man-hours required

against man-hours available, for e-^ch operatloni '^nd thereby

shift personnel from one operation to another as excesses or

shortages in manhours are revealed.

We might want to ^n^lyze performance in comparable

operations. We can do this by comparing units per man-hour

for each of the several field officea in which we are interest-

ed. Where a deficiency ^ppeirs we sh^ll be careful to fivoid

hasty conclusions, but our "igures will inJicate the need for

9 special investigation «.nd/or stuJy of the situation.

Another useful device is the meaeurement of our

personnel program to m-in^gement needs. For example, suppose





we hfiye charted on ^ gr??ph our actual worklo??d over an

approprl'itf' period, pr'oductivlty, and the number of personnel

actually employed to accomplish the work. If we then project

an estimated workload for the future, we can, in turn, estimate

personnel requirements. If ^n Increase Is indicated, whet shall

we do «5bout recruitment, tr inlng, and plficement of these

addition-^1 employees??

Work me^surernent d-«5t». may be used as ^ measure of

Individual or group productivity «s a basic for incentive

awards.

In summation, we will do well to remember th?st in the

in Pt'-^ nation ^ind operation of a work measurement system we

mu?t keep it simple. To summarize from the d9tq in the pamph-

l^'t't Work Measurement in Performanc e Budgeting and Manqgrment

Improvement , published by th<= "Executive Office of the Presi-

dent, Bureau of the Budget, March, 1950, the essential steps

in th« inst'ill'^tion and operation of a system of work measure-

ment a^ej

Step (1) : neterraine the pu:^poses to be served.
Wh*9t information is ner^ded, is already
RVail^ble, must be obtained?

Ftep (2) J Select the operations you want to measure.

Step (3): '^elect a "unit" that will indicate the
?imount of work performed.

Step (4) ; ^ecord qnd report work units produced
and tim? used.

f?tep (5); Provide for continuin-r review, to Insure
that your wo^k measuremrrnt pyrtr^m supplies
'^ccurgte, reliable, and timely data, is
geared to org^^nizatlonil needr, and is
revised ^8 changes occur.
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The success of a work measurement system depends also

on pnrtlclp^tlon, understanding, eustalned support, recognition,

and cooriln^tion ^t all levels of manag<=m'-nt

.
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SUMMAPY

We h«ve reviewed the various me'^nings of the concept

of control, and the purposes of control techniques. We have

discussed the elements of control and the relationships between

control '^nd the other b*?sic phases o" bu?in<?sa administration.

We have found that in onf* way or another these discussions all

le«jd bqck to the simple statement that control means the estab-

lishment of a pl'in or standard, a comparison of performance

agfjinst the plan o^^ standard, and action, as indicated.

Some, but by no means many, of the various devices for

achieving control h^^ve been described, so that we gained a

better idea of what the controller has to work with — the tools

of his trale. It is apparent to us that hie tools are many ^nd

varied, and that a great deal o^ study and application will be

required to master th^m.

To confirm this judgment we ex?jrained in ^ little more

detail the use to which the government, and the Navy in par-

ticul^^r, puts work measurement systems. We found that for the

rel*iitlvely simple ph^se of man«3gement chilled manpower control,

a comrllcated system has been devised which utilized work

measurement d^ta. We saw how complex a managerial control can

be, but ^Iso how valu=ible,

"^Inally, we are satisfied that in comptroller ship lies

^ gre'^t challenge. Whether we meet it only time will tell*



iJ^ *^
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